Road to IELTS is your best possible online
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preparation and practice resource for IELTS.
With over 120 hours of interactive activities,
advice videos from British Council experts and
hints and tips on question types, as well as

Specifications
Level and versions
IELTS 4.5-9.0

downloadable practice tests, it is
comprehensive, up-to-date and aimed precisely
at the challenges candidates face.
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I downloaded the app and was facing
login problem. I emailed the support and
received prompt and accurate reply. Very
impressive indeed. As for the app, it is
great tool for the people (like me) who
have less time on PC and more time on
devices (due to travelling, etc.).

The four key elements are:
1

Starting out: an eBook introduces each paper and
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explains the task types.

Options for running
2

Mac online
iPad / Tablet

Advice and tutorial videos: experts describe the

All that you need before the exam day.
Very helpful.

best strategies for preparing for IELTS.
3

Practice zone: candidates practise tackling the
whole range of question types.

4

Test practice: candidates simulate the test
experience with mock papers.
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As candidates work through Road to IELTS, the My Progress
function enables them to monitor their activity across
sessions, analyse the way they are spending their time and

2018 upgrades

compare their performance with other online users. They can
even predict their band scores in the Reading and Listening
tests using an interactive widget.

12 new practice tests for Reading, Writing, Listening and Speaking Part 2

Most candidates need all the help they can get while

Study on the go with the mobile version (from Sep 2018)

preparing for this crucial test. A recent study of more than

New content for Listening (from Sep 2018)

100,000 independent learners concludes that Road to IELTS
does help candidates perform significantly better.

Total number
of sessions in 2017

Try the demo here.

Academic Module or
General Training Module

PC online
Mobile (Sep 2018)

Very good app. I would recommend it to
anyone who wish to take IELTS test.
Thank you so much for this useful app. I
love it!
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New interface makes learning even easier! (from Sep 2018)

Give your candidates the unique advantage they deserve —
with the British Council’s Road to IELTS.
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